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American youth challenge draft, racism, poverty jobs
by Kevin A. Barry
President Garter's sudden attempt to reinte the draft and whip up a war hysteria has
mght thousands of American youth into the
eets to protest in the weeks since his dramatic
ite of t h e Union address o n Jan. 23. I n its
ke, the n e w anti-war movement has forced
jerica's leaders to take another look at t h e
ilities of life for youth, 1980. It is true that the
)tests have been largest i n the historic centers
the anti-Vietnam War movement, such as the
n Francisco Bay Area and New York, but
at stunned the smiling warmonger in the
lite House was the unexpected depth and
>adth of the youth opposition.
Not even Carter's flag-waving picture session with
; Heiden and the Olympic athletes was immune,
mpic star Heiden handed Carter a petition from
ietes opposing his boycott of the Moscow Summer
ties, and he also indicated their opposition to the
ft. Carter, the consummate actor and deceiver
ned by years of Georgia politics (where he once ran
governor simultaneously as a liberal and as "the
>rge Wallace candidate"), kept smiling, but didn't
pver the young athletes on the points they had raised.
I National Security Adviser Brzezinski did let his
igance and his anger show another day when he
(med
out of the room after student government lead1
gathered at the White House made it clear they
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Coleman Young
courts bosses,
forgets masses

by Charles Denby, Editor
hor of Indignant Heart: A Black Worker's Journal
There is quite a bit of discussion among working
ile, and especially among poor Blacks and poor
ies, about the question of inflation. People want to
N what we are going to do, not if it goes up any
ler, but how can we continue to exist if it stays
re it is today.
No one can convince me that something is not wrong
L this system. I got two gas bills last month. They
me owing the gas company $160, and last month
one of the mildest winter months we've ever had
he entire history of Detroit. I went down to the gas
pany's main office, and to my surprise, the place
full to capacity with people, all for the same thing,
e gas bills were as high as $250, and all were poor
working class people.
There were two older women, SO years old, living
. senior citizens' high rise apartment, who wanted to
w of any place they could move. They only get $287
bnth and were told that their rent, which is already
), is going up again next month. They exist just on
t money they have left That is the life many older
>le are existing on.
There are a few Blacks who have made it, mainly
iuse of the Civil Rights Movement of the '60s, who
their backs completely on those that are faced
. this crisis. What Vernon Jordan said seems so
: Black people are boat people without a boat—and,
raid add, without a paddle.
What is somewhat puzzling is the attitude our
or has towards the Black masses and the poor in
crisis. I have heard some people say after going to
him about increases in their property taxes, that he
|
(Continued on Page 11)

Over and over, the turnouts and the
prised the organizers:
• "No Blood for Oil" was the slogan, on many signs
as 3,500 marched in Eugene, Ore. on March L
• The nuclear weapons research center, Liwennore
Labs, was the target of protestors at » « * — . Wise
Feb. 29. When the lab sent recruiters to the University
of Wisconsin campus, students marched on the bnilding
where interviews were being held.
* • And in Flint, Mich, on March 15, high school
students, many of them young women, predominated in
the anti-war crowd that gathered outside the offices of
U.S. Senator Riegle.
(As we go to press, 30,000 anti-war protestors converged on Washington, D.C. March 22, in the fest mass
national demonstration against militarism since the
Vietnam War era.)
That the opposition to Carter's
limited to the campuses alone was
cared to listen. At one low-wage metal
a young Black worker spoke for
fight for this country. Anything I get, I
my own effort; the only thing the Army
is a bullet."
Concern over such resistance had its repercussions
even in the Congressional committees assigned to implement the Carter proposals. First a House Armed
Services subcommittee killed the plan to register women.
That was followed by a stream of conflicting and often
embarassing testimony on all registration—male and
female. A 1979 study by the Congressional Budget Office predicted that if the draft were brought hack, as
many as 100,000 draft-eligible youth «0010- fail to register. By mid-March, with legislation bogged down, the
Carter administration finally began leaking evidence
about the "unreadiness" of the current so-called "allvolunteer army", admitting that its "composition" was
a major factor in bringing! back the draft

30,000 protested Carter's war drive in Washington,
March 22.
opposed the draft and wouldn't volunteer for an imperialist war either. Although the meeting had been
called to convince students not to worry about the draft,
since it was "only" registration, Brzezinski let. the cat
out of the bag by losing his temper when the students
weren't exactly eager to volunteer. He snapped that
that's why we heed registration.

OPPOSITION ON AND OFF CAMPUS

But the youth Carter selected for display at the
White House were only the tip of the iceberg. On the
campuses demonstrations were followed by mass teachins as students sought a comprehensive view of the
situation facing them. For example, at New York's
Queens College "Teach-In on the Draft" held Feb. 28,
topics discussd included "Lessons of the 1960s", "Women and the Draft", and "Political Responses to the New
Cold War". Called at extremely short notice by the
Queens College Coalition Against the Draft, the crowd
of more than 500 students overflowed the small auditorium the organizers had reserved.

WOMAN AS REASON

VOLUNTEER ARMY'—AND REBELLION
Not only does such a focus on the "all-volunteer
army" immediately reveal the revolt within its ranks,
but it demands a closer look at conditions of life and
labor for all American youth today.
Today's U.S. Army is fully 30 percent Black, with
a large Latino percentage as well. Concentrated heavily
(Continued on Page 11)

Women in Iranian

(The fallowing excerpts are from the introduction
to a new pamphlet published by News and Letters Committees, Women as Reason and as Force of Revolution,
a Farsi translation by Iranian women in the UJS. of
Raya Dunayevskaya's works on women's liberation. Ed.)
by Neda
Over 70 years ago, the 1907 revolution in Iran witnessed the active participation of all women in struggle
. . . Facing the parliament's president they pulled out
their pistols from their sleeves and demanded that the
representatives of parliament abide by the constitution
and not surrender to foreigners under any circumstances,
to not abolish the constitution and the parliament . . .
During the '78-'79 revolution against the Shah the
Iranian women once again took to the streets. They
had long been suppressed under his regime and helped
to overthrow him.
LATER, THEY BEGAN an entirely new phase in
protesting the new retrogression that Khomeini was
trying to impose upon them. On March 6, 1979, International Women's Day, women's liberationists took to
the streets under the banner "In the dawn of freedom
we have no freedom." They thereby opened chapter two
of Iran's revolution. They did this at the moment when
the Fedayeen, who had criticized Khomeini earlier, let
themselves be persuaded by Arafat, Khomeini's friend,
to call off their march to Khomeini's headquarters and-

revolution

instead held a rally at Tehran University . . . For five
straight days the women continued their marches, and
not only against Khomeini, but against Prime Minister
Bazargan . . .
Then in November, 1979, when' the women attempted
to hold the first Women's Convention, they were forced
to do so under candle light as the opposition cut off
their electricity. The women as well faced a competing
rally by the Fedayeen at the same day and hoar they
wished to start their meeting. Despite the women's
demand, the Fedayeen refused to change the time of
their rally . . .
The women . . . demonstrated that t&eir struggles
for liberation of women and uprooting of Che male
chauvinism in Iran would not foe subordinated to a
political party's stand . . Rather, they wish to benefit
from the fruit of their revolution—liberation—not only
because they have sacrificed so much, but because their
struggle for a new social order envisions totally new
human relations for men as well as women.
Because new human relations require a world
scope, most especially in the Muslim world, I wish to
turn to other countries and show that even so great a
writer as Frantz Fanon had not, in his day, dug deeply
enough into the question of male chauvinism. Our Algerian sisters' experience showed how narrow nationalism
(Continued en Page 2)
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Thousands celebrate International Women's Day from Iran to Ne
Three thousand women met in Tehran, Iran,
in celebration of International Women's Day,
March 8. One group, t h e Anjumeni of t h e Liberation of Women, issued a statement on the
struggle of women since the overthrow of the
Shah, which was communicated to a women's
day celebration of Iranians in the United States.
Below are excerpts from this statement:
To commemorate March 8 International Women's
Day once again we repeat our unity with you, revolutionary sisters, in the struggles against oppression and
exploitation. Today, it is a little more than a year since
the great revolution of the people of Iran . . . We
Iranian Women participated actively in all the phases
and layers of the struggle . . . But all of a sudden we
found that the self-anointed authority had pushed aside
the leadership of the revolution and had put power
into its own hands.
WITH GREAT SPEED it started suppressing the
most oppressed people of society. And of course it was
obvious that these were the ones with the highest
potential and revolutionary activity, that is the oppressed classes. Women and the masses were the two
sections where the reactionary system triggered its offenses.
What happened to us was an incredible oppression
because it came from the ideas of the new leadership
which regarded women as an entity within relationships of 14 centuries ago . . . As against such a view
and the reactionary acts which emanated from it, the
awareness of the women in our country and their protests grew. . . .
Our hatred is of the institutions which apparently

WOMAN AS REASON
(Continued from Page 1)
does not lead to socialism. This woman who was behind
the veil, helped pass information, arms, medicine, helped
prepare surprise attacks, took up grenades and submachine guns, and climbed the Djabal (mountains).
She succeeded as Frantz Fanon noted to "crack the
double oppression of women, social and'sWxual," during
the course of revolution.
BUT ONCE THE REVOLUTION Was over, she witnessed statements such as "We are all for liberation of
women, except maybe for our own sisters," by the men.
A great revolutionary like Fanon, so beautifully explains
the gradual process of her liberation . . . But seeing
that the colonizer stressed the issue of the liberation of
the Algerian woman to try to drive a wedge into the
liberatiioh struggle against French colonialism, Fanon
. . . writes, "The much discussed status of the Algerian
woman, her alleged confinement, her lack of importance,
her silent existence bordering on quasi absence and the
'Muslim Society' as having made no place for her . . .
The Algerian woman, in imposing such a restriction on
herself and choosing a form of existence limited in scope,
was deepening her consciousness of the struggle and
preparing for combat."
Have we not witnessed the end result of such
limitation, whether self-imposed or imposed by the maledominated, incomplete revolution in the status of Algeria
today? And, not alone for women, tout for all Algeria.
Now then, the truth is that for the struggles of
women's liberation to materialize, it needs to parallel
the freedom struggles of all the other oppressed forces
of society. This liberation is not a "gift" to be handed
to us by men on the day 'Wter" a revolution. Rather
it is a right for which women themselves must struggle
in the course of revolution. Without such a struggle, it
is not only the liberation of women which is at stake,
it is the liberation of all of society . . .
A new generation of women's liberationists who ;
call themselves Marxist-Humanists is no longer seeking
the goal of "reaching the men in society." They see
that the men under capitalism or the other version of
it, state-capitalism which calls itself Communism, are
alienated and far from liberation themselves . . . Rather
they seek a society which establishes this most fundamental of fall relations on a human basis. A society
which takes full responsibility to assure the full and
free development of women . . .
AS AN IRANIAN WOMAN who herself has tasted
the bitter oppressions of the male-dominated society of
Iran, once I was in the U.S., I could trace a continuation
of suoh a separation between "thinking and doing" within
the iLeft organizations here. In my search to resist such
a division and to find a new and total philosophy of
liberation . . . I finally encountered the News and Letters
Committees and its founder Raya Dunayevskaya . . .
The translations . . . are chosen from her lectures
and short essays with regard to the woman question
from a genuine 'Marxist perspective. I hope during this
tumultuous period of the revolution in Iran, they could
serve' as a guide for all Iranian brothers and sisters
who-,8.eeki.a, truly human society for "every man, woman .
and..<|hlld_."
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want to divide the society into two segments — men
and women, Muslim and atheist, Fars and Kurds. Behind all these degrading divisions is hidden the polarization of society into oppressor and oppressed.
OUR HATRED for all of these became more and
more intensified. And our understanding of the necessity of the organization and the awareness of women
increased. Understanding that without an independent
and organized movement of women, without their consciousness, the fundamental struggles to uproot oppression and exploitation toward men and women is
not possible.
Today after a year we can bravely say that the
starting seed of the organized and conscious movements
of women is quickly growing and flourishing. Sisters,
in this year we have learned a lot from the present
revolutionary situation in our society and our struggles
against the present dominant situation which has totally crushed the most basic rights of women. We have
learned how the struggles for the liberation of women
are inseparable from the struggles of masses for selfdetermination, the struggles of the whole society for
democracy and liberation, and the struggles of working
people for their true rights.
—Anjumeni Raha Zan
(Soviet of Liberation of Women)
•
Detroit, Mich.—Both women and men braved the
heaviest snowstorm of the season here to participate
in Women's Liberation-News and Letters' very unique
kind of celebration of International Women's Day
(IWD) on March 8. The informal meeting was planned
to make everyone who attended feel like a participant,
while never losing sight of the concrete history we were
celebrating.
Suzanne Casey, chairwoman of Detroit WL-N&L,
began with a brief history of IWD, its origins in the
struggle of American garment workers, and the continuing activities of women since that day it was first
celebrated in 1913. The truly international nature of
the day came with a telegram of solidarity from French
women's liberationists, "des femmes en mouvements."
The revolutionary ideas and struggles of women
then and now were represented in our displays including: our literature, newspapers, magazines and letters from all over the world; our IWD table with the
three draft chapters of Raya Dunayevskaya's book-inprogress, Rosa Luxemburg, Women's Liberation and
Marx's Philosophy of Revolution; our newest pamphlet
translated by Iranian sisters in California, Woman as
Reason and as Force of Revolution; and the symbolic
use of roses to represent the creativeness of the human
spirit and the continuing desire of women to be total
human beings, as expressed by women mill workers
in the 1912 Lawrence, Mass. "Bread and Roses" strike.
The discussion was most exciting as each person
expressed something* uniquely individual about IWD,
women's liberation and revolution. One man spoke of
IWD as a "letter to the future", although its founders
did not know the profound effect it would have on
women today, just as our thoughts and actions today
will touch future generations.
—Detroit Women's Liberation-News and Letters
•
San Francisco, CaL—Six thousand women and men
celebrated International Women's Day at a rally sponsored mainly by NOW at San Francisco's Civic Center.
The narrow conservatism of NOW was not allowed
to prevail. A woman OCAW (Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers) worker made a rousing speech against the
oil companies, and a woman comic, Robin Tyler, attacked NOW for having neither lesbians nor minority

WOMEN AS REASON AND AS
FORCE OF REVOLUTION
A Forsi translation of writings on
women's liberation by Raya
Dunayerskaya
Appendices:
"Women's Suffrage
and Class Struggle"
by Rosa Luxemburg
'Thoughts on
March 8 "
by Ding Ling
$1.00 (plus 50< postage)
Order from News and Letters, 2832 E. Grand Blvd.,
Room 316, Detroit, MI 48211 .
.-
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New York marchers celebrate International. Worn
Day at one of the sites of its origin—the scene of
Triangle fire where 146 workers, mostly women, \
killed.
women on their National Committee.
The wish for a more radical and comprehen
philosophy of liberation was expressed by many wo:
who came to our literature table, and was articul
most beautifully in the button worn by several wor
which said, "Feminism is Humanism".
There was also a rally, on March 9, at Laney
lege in Oakland, sponsored by the International W
en's Day Coalition. A variety of women's, Third W(
labor and community organizations were represen
Guerrilla theater performances and workshops expre:
both a radical and a concrete recognition of the n<
of women, and minorities struggling against oppress
—Marxist-Hums
• '
Lima, Peru—For the first time, several Leftist ]
tical groups united together this year to celeb
International Women's Day. While the emphasis
almost exclusively on class, it was at least a begim
of women's voices.
The demands on the IWD leaflet included: ©
work and equal pay; child-care centers for worl
women; the right to literacy and free education;
unionization of domestic workers; sanitary, mec
maternal-child services in the neighborhoods for wor]
and peasant women; the right to use contraceptives
the legalization of free abortion; and the freedoir
organization of working women.
We are members of a feminist group, Alimuper,
we have just published Toward a Feminist Social
We are working at deepening our own feminist
sciousness, and elaborating a feminist theory for
reality of Third World Women. (For more informal
write: ALIMUPER, Apartado 2211, Lima 100, Peru
—Two Peruvian femii

women
worldwide

Eleanor Bowen, age 22, is the second woman m
known to have died in an underground U.S. mine,
was killed March 11, when her head became pir
between two machines—one of them a continuous m
reportedly not in operation at the time. Ms. Bo
had been fighting a sex discrimination suit against
coal operator she worked for. Women in U.S. coal m
have been filing such suits with increasing freque
as they face harassment along with the horrible cc
tions.
*
*
*
In Malaysia, women factory workers, many in
electronics factories of multinationals such as 1
and Texas Instruments, have been able to shut d
factories for days at a time through spontaneous
breaks of possession by "spirits." During periods
intense pressure for high production, a "demon" sc
times appears to one woman, who becomes "hysteric
The hysteria quickly sweeps the factory and o
spreads to other plants. (Thanks to MANUSHI, 1
Delhi)
*
*
*
The UNO Women's Conference originally plar
to be held in Iran, is now scheduled for Copenha
July 14-30. Danish feminists are organizing an alte
tive conference and trying to raise funds for T
World women to attend. Contact: Kvindernes-U-1
sudvalg, Kobmagergade 671, tv, DK—-1150 Copenha
(From COURAGE, W. Bei
*
*
*
On March 4, Native American members of Wo
of All Red Nations charged that contaminated drinl
water is causing cancer, miscarriages and birth
fects to women on the Pine Ridge Reservation,
nearby communities. The women said that alreadj
percent of Indian women have been sterilized and
is a continuation of the government's genocidal
icies. They demanded an immediate investigation
, delivery, of safe, clean water to the area.
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Wildcat strikes preview coming coal straggle
Morgantown, W. Va. — The wildcat strike of coal
miners in northern West Virginia against Consolidation
Coal Company is a preview of things to come when the
UMW contract expires next April.
The strike began on Feb. 18 at Consol's Four States
mine in northern West Virginia, when it passed over a
known militant entitled to a job to pick its own man.
This is a clear contract provision which Consol has often
violated — and often with the same strike result. The
one-day strike, supported by the local union president
Mike Zemonick and two mine (grievance) committeemen,
led to the firing of all three by the company.
Miners in 14 other area mines, some 6,000, came out
in support of the fired miners. After striking for 12 days,
and following orders front newly-installed UMW President Sam Church to return to work and federal court
threats to fine the local $9,000 a day and $600 a day
against local union officers, the miners agreed to return
to work to await an arbitration ruling.
The arbitrator upheld the firing of the president and
suspended the two committeemen for 30 days. And that
was thought to be the end of it — until 2,000 miners
Spontaneously walked out on another wildcat strike on
Monday, March 17 to protest the arbitrator's decision,
and again to challenge Consol and the UMW leaders/hip.
Consolidation Coal Company, now controlled by oil
interests determined to break the power of the United

No limits to production drive
South Bronx, N.Y.—Hardly a week goes by here
at Art Steel File Cabinet Co. without a general work
stoppage occurring on the day-shift, which has many
workers with years of seniority and experience. A sign
from this shift appeared in Spanish, this week, in a
place where all the workers from both shifts could see
it, which said: "We produce more than is expected
and everything just goes on. We produce a normal
amount and all we get are insults from the supervisors."
The night shift, only seven months old, has many
younger workers, mostly Black and Latino, with families. Although general work stoppages have not occurred, the explosive situation was shown back in September, when, in response to unexpected lay-offs, the
workers began to tear up the plant.
The management's line from the very beginning
has been, "to produce extra hard and you won't have
to worry about lay-offs." The night manager, Ken Robinson, went so far as to say that his middle-name is
"Production." The fact that lay-offs did occur, regardless, has not been forgotten.
A couple of weeks ago, Robinson paraded through
the entire plant with a sign, stating, "We can do it.
You will make 415 tonight!". He was referring to the
production of cabinets—an almost impossible feat for
any Irving human being. In the first weeks, we used
to respond good naturedly to such actions. This time,
he was totally ignored. Later that night, a worker asked
what the limits were to this drive for production. Another worker replied, "The sky is the limit, or we
are the limit."
Although the contract here runs until November,
1980, you can already feel the beginnings of a great
confrontation with management in the thoughts and
activities of the workers.
—Art Steel worker

FROM
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Mine Workers union and the rank-and-file miners, gave
notice last year when it pulled out of the Bituminous
Coal Operators Association (BCOA) that it was out to
break the UMW. Consolidation Coal Company, which
had been the largest commercial coal producing corporation for many years and now ranks second in the
nation, had always played a leading role in the BCOA.
When the energy crisis developed and coal loomed
more important in the future as an energy source, the
oil interests, which controlled virtually all other energy
sources, moved to take over all coal reserves. In addition to buying up all available coal reserves in the West,
the oil companies bought controlling interests in existing
Coal companies, including Consolidation Coal Company.
In matter of fact, It was the oil companies, not the
coal operators, who were calling the tunes for the negotiations with the UMW during the 118-day strike in
1978 in which the miners lost so much because of then
UMW President Arnold Miller's total inadequacy to
represent the miners.
And the new bureaucracy has no ability to provide
the kind of militant leadership the miners demand to
protect their lives and livelihood.
The UMW contract expires next April, and the stage
is being set. This wildcat strike is a part of the feeling
out process. Consolidation Coal Company, now out of the
BCOA and powered with billions of dollars from oil, has
served notice it will not be bound by any BCOA agreement, and indeed will negotiate with the UMW on its
own terms. The rank-and-file miners are giving their
notice, and are saying to hell with Consol, the courts,
the government and even the UMW if it is not ready and
willing to fight for them and what they believe to be
right
,
More lines will be drawn between now and April
1981 when the UMW contract expires.

Last story from Uniroyal?
Detroit, Mich.—This may be the last story from
Uniroyal, now that everyone is sure the plant is going
to close. It's just a matter of when—most think it will
be before the end of June. At our March & union meeting, Local President Cecil Hogan read the list of all
the benefits the company wants us to give back. They
are asking us to give up everything except our underwear, and they may ask for that too, since they 6am
"there will be^more."
They want reduced wages and pension; holidays
eliminated; no more wash-up time; a six-day work week
with compulsory overtime; no more S.U.B.; COLA as
part of an incentive system, and more! At one point,
Pres. Hogan suggested (without the company's influence), that we pay to use the parking lot.
Already, the company has been putting added security and all sorts of barriers around the building,
which means they must be worried iafoout the wage
workers. Right now, iwe have a two-week layoff from
March 17-31. Discipline has become so severe, especially
on absenteeism, that it seems as if they are trying to
fire as many people as they can.
This looks like a permanent change all over the
country—many of us may never see a factory job again
and may lose our standard of living for good. But even
though the plant will soon close, this isn't the last
youll hear from Uniroyal workers!
—Uniroyal
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Fleetwood

Dodge Track

Detroit, Mich. — Most of the workers are unsatisfied
with the recent settlement by the International on the
78s (speed-up grievances). There are three to four more
workers added to each floor to relieve the work load.
But this really adds up to nothing. With 150 workers
left on every floor, there is still too much for each job;
The only season we nave this "settlement" is because
the company offered and the union took it.

Warren, Mich.—Around 100 people came to the
March 9 Local 140 general membership meeting. Many
were laid-off people who came to hear the latest news
about their jobs.
The local's International service rep Willie Stovall
talked about recall rights to Dodge Truck for us, but
didn't say a word about why so many Chrysler workers
are out now. No reps in the local or the International
want to talk about what they'll do about Chrysler
pouring its government loan money into Jefferson Assembly to pay $60 million for 100 robots, while we
gave up $4,000 per worker in the second contract.
What has anyone heard about what the local will
do about Dodge Truck raising production from 25 to
29 trucks per hour for each final line? Ever since they
set it at 25—after second shift was gone—it's been a
job-and-a-half for everybody. It was when I got outside
the local hall that I heard two Compact Building workers say they couldn't take their situation much longer,, v
that "something is going to break, maybe a revolutiott! '
—Laid-off Main Building worker

There are 3,000 workers producing 52 jobs an hour
— that means 832 cars are built in one day. Now the
plant is shutdown for two weeks, but we will face more
problems when it reopens.
There are government "inflation-fighting teams" investigating the Ford Motor Co. right now. They are
saying Ford has too much in its contract. What that
means for the workers at GM is that we have the same
contract as Ford has. Will we be next on the inflation
, teams' hit list?
> - • •'.<
•»• —Fleetwood worker
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New Chrysler
Corporation's
new tyranny
by John Allison
The new Chrysler Corporation has destroyed forever
the notion that might is right. Chrysler now and always
has had its authority in capitalist production relations,
where the workers are paid the minimum with Chrysler
getting the maximum of labor power from them.
That fact has been established and hasn't changed,
whether ifs the new or the old Chrysler Corporation.
The game is the same, and yet the UAW has surrendered
the workers' rights to the increased tyranny of management over labor.
This sacrifice by Chrysler workers had its origins
in a scheme concocted by Chrysler management, the
federal government and the UAW. The divine agreement was: "Save* the workers' jobs at all cost."
However, Chrysler workers were deceived by all
parties to that, agreement. Look at what has happened—
Dodge Main is closed for good, Chrysler Jefferson and
another plant in Windsor are closed down for changeoW, toe Lynch Road plant is slated for closing. Some
of these may re-open, others will not.
During this episode of Chrysler being saved by the
government and labor, unemployment has been rising
like flood waters throughout the country. President Carter, to show his concern for the working class, was all
for saving Chrysler.
Now conies another look at the workers and Carter.
He plans to by off government workers to balance the
budget, tat a lot more than government workers
wBl be out of jobs before his budget juggling act is
through. A part of it is also to dry up money in the
capitalist system insofar as the working class is concerned. It all means a depression.
Will labor be able to save Chrysler? That's not the
real question. The real question is: is there enough
money in the entire world to satisfy the greed of the
capitalist class? Their greed is so great, that some
where, some time, they will destroy us all if they are
not destroyed. With the circumstances of our troubled
times, maybe now is the time.

Harvester workers strike
Chicago, 111.—Workers at International Harvester
have been on strike, nationally, since November, 1979.
The press is saying the issue holding up a settlement is
whether they can introduce forced overtime to Harvester workers—14 weeks of it. At Deere and Caterpillar, the union gave up the right to refuse overtime.
One of the strikers on the picket line, in Melrose Park, said that Harvester had a provision in the
previous contract which gave them the right to force
workers to work a certain amount of overtime, but it
was never enforced. He went on to say that, "when the
present contract ran out in October, the company
started this mandatory overtime and the union went
along. That's when people refused and worked less
than ever, because we wanted the right to choose. For
six years, we've had voluntary overtime.
"They're also trying to take away other things, like
seniority rights. We're not getting any information
about the negotiations. No one on the line knows what's
going on. I feel something' isn't right and that the union
is pulling something."
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